HelmsMate Tiller Extension Handle
Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How do I attach the HelmsMate to my tiller?
Loosen the thumb screws and place clamp over tiller handle. The rubber sizing sleeve may
or may not be required depending on the size of your handle. Refer to our installation
Instructions for additional information.
Q. What is the Warranty of the HelmsMate?
The HelmsMate has a lifetime limited warranty against defects in materials and
workmanship under normal use for the life of the product.
Q. What size engines will the HelmsMate work with?
The HelmsMate will fit all trolling and outboard motors up to 15 horsepower.
Q. How do I adjust an adjustable HelmsMate Extension Handle?
Adjustable models utilize a stainless steel positive lock button that fits into one of several
holes in the handle. To adjust, simply depress the button and adjust the length of the
handle by sliding the inner and outer tubes. Align the button with the hole closest to the
new length and allow the spring loaded button to snap into the locked position again.
We believe the positive lock adjustment is superior to twist-lock type adjustments available
in competitive models. From a safety and control standpoint, having a positive lock that
can’t be disengaged by twisting the handle makes a lot more sense on twist throttle
outboards and trolling motors.
Q. How does the U-Joint model work?
The HelmsMate U-Joint allows a push-pull steering action. As outboard extension handles
get longer, they become more difficult to steer. To use the push-pull action, pull the handle
towards the front of the boat to straighten your motor. To turn, just tilt your wrist towards
the port or starboard side of the boat and push the handle backwards towards the stern of
the boat. Because of the unique U-joint, you maintain the ability to control your shifting
and acceleration by simply twisting the handle like you would the actual tiller. Take a few
moments and try it while the boat is stationary and you’ll quickly get the hang of it.
The U-joint model also has a lock-out sleeve that will lock the joint in the straight position
and the handle can then be used like any of the non U-joint models.
Q. Do I have access to my engine’s kill switch?
Yes, there is a opening in the clamp that will allow you to attach the HelmsMate while
maintaining access to your motor’s kill switch.
Q. What are the Helmsmates made from?
The HelmsMate is constructed of anodized aluminum tubing, a rubber handle and a supertough marine grade nylon clamp.
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